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Top Merchandising Innovations to
Delight Air Travelers and Boost Profits
Great retailers know they must continuously evolve
US Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. said:
“Greatness is not in where we stand but in what direction we are
moving. We must sail sometimes with the wind and sometimes
against it − but sail we must and not drift, nor lie at anchor.”
The words spoken by this man, who was born in 1841, do have a
timeless quality. His advice also aligns with the process of
natural selection. Organisms must evolve to meet changes in the
environment or risk extinction.
This report reviews how retail-oriented airlines are in
continuous pursuit of what works and discarding what no longer Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.
sells. As Justice Holmes advises, airlines which needlessly cling to served on the US Supreme
Court from 1902 to 1932.
tradition will find themselves adrift with competitors sailing past
them. The world of commerce rewards retailers who adjust the mix of product, pricing,
and promotion to stimulate consumers to spend more. In a sentence, that’s the definition
of merchandising.
Merchandising will grow in complexity
Distribution styles have traditionally been defined by airline type. Low cost carriers focused
on their websites and excelled at tempting leisure passengers with optional extras. Global
network airlines were busy selling travel through multiple channels and yet made little
progress on a la carte sales through global distribution systems. The last five years have
seen these traditional boundaries blurred by the expansion of mobile technology,
metasearch sites, direct connect, and enhanced GDS capabilities.
We now find Ryanair having a far larger array of a la carte services sold through GDS than
British Airways. Ryanair can sell checked bags, medical assistance, special baggage, seat
assignments, and priority boarding through agencies, while British Airways offers none of
these. Spirit Airlines relies on a single Bare Fare and SWISS now offers a choice of three
branded fares. The continuous search for new revenue opportunities – when combined
with the power of new technologies – ensures these disruptive behaviors will continue.
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We are in an era in which airlines have the technological freedom and the willingness to
dismiss tradition and seek seemingly limitless revenue opportunities. This report provides a
wide variety of examples − covering traditional airlines, low cost carriers, and suppliers from
all over the world – to demonstrate unique methods to generate more revenue from the
sale of tickets and ancillary revenue activities.
Asia’s Value Alliance integrates booking among 8 budget carriers
Global airline alliances have been around for nearly 20 years since the founding of the Star
Alliance as the first worldwide grouping in 1997.1 These global networks don’t generally
include low cost carriers, so it’s not surprising LCCs opted to create their own. On 16 May
2016 eight low cost carriers announced the formation of the Value Alliance: Cebu Pacific,
Jeju Air, Nok Air, NokScoot, Scoot, Tigerair Australia, Tigerair Singapore, and Vanilla Air.2
The group serves more than
160 destinations across the
Asia-Pacific region and carried
more than 47 million
passengers at 17 hubs. The
alliance was created to
compete with network airlines
and non-aligned LCCs.
AirAsia, with its own panPacific network and traffic of
45+ million passengers, is
notably absent from the
alliance.
This is not an alliance in the
style of Star or oneworld, but
rather a platform allowing
individual airlines to choose
All together now: Value Alliance members provide access to more than 160
how to interline with other
destinations across the region, covering a third of the world.
members of the alliance.
Guided by a low-cost heritage, this alliance won’t feature a central headquarters staff and a
global advertising campaign. Instead, the Value Alliance has largely been enabled by a
merchandising platform that allows the sale of connecting flights, optional extras, and
product bundles between member airlines.
The development of this technology has been a significant undertaking and is the
responsibility of the intriguingly named “Air Black Box Limited” based in London. The
company has filed for NDC certification for the platform it has developed for the task. Air
Black Box, or ABB, administers the booking process for itineraries that involve supported
connections between the partners. Seamlessly, the ABB logo appears in the lower right
corner of the screen to indicate when the platform is replying to a consumer’s query.

1
2

Star Alliance Backgrounder, reviewed October 2016 at the Star Alliance website.
Value Alliance information disclosed to IdeaWorksCompany by CEO of Scoot, May 2016.
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The image below from Scoot’s website displays connections between Singapore and Chiang
Rai, Thailand. Scoot and Nok were the first airlines to utilize the connecting feature offered
by ABB. More connections between Value Alliance partners will appear at individual
member websites through 2016 and 2017. The flight display presents the connecting
itinerary in the style of Scoot’s website. Hovering the cursor over the connecting flight
information reveals details of the interline connection between the alliance carriers.

It’s after the flights are selected that the powerful capabilities of the ABB platform are
revealed. Shown below is a portion of the fare bundle display presented to the consumer
after flight selection. In this example, Scoot determines how the products of its interline
partner are displayed based upon the pricing criteria provided by Nok for its flight segments.
Scoot promotes four fare bundles and these have been designed to offer a comparable
product experience across the two airlines. But a keen eye will reveal some subtle
differences, such as the type of meals offered by each carrier.
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This booking integration increases the attractiveness and utility of each member airline
website. For example, FlyScoot.com now offers destinations and flights beyond the limits of
its own network. Consumers are more likely to visit FlyScoot.com first before other major
competitors such as AirAsia. The method devised by Air Black Box directly queries the
passenger service system (PSS) of member airlines to deliver flight and fare results, and a la
carte choices.
Value Alliance flights incur a small connection fee which is disclosed in the shopping cart to
consumers. However, the fee does buy passenger protection from missed connections.
Consumers are advised to “purchase travel insurance for your journey.” A review of Scoot,
Nok Air, and Cebu Pacific contracts of carriage did not reveal special provisions in the event
of a missed connection between Alliance partners due to flight delay. However, Scoot
offers “Scoot-Thru” which protects connections for an additional fee. In reality, airport staff
appear to protect misconnected alliance-booked passengers. Potentially, the question of
protection creates confusion for consumers.
Member airlines of global alliances can certainly attest these relationships do create
abundant complexity. Campbell Wilson, the former CEO of Scoot, commented on this, “In
the low cost world, complexity is a curse. But accepting some complexity can occasionally
deliver returns far higher than the cost it incurs. With the Value Alliance, we feel the
incremental distribution reach, bookable networks, and consumer relevance provide
tangible benefits. When fully deployed, ABB will allow the Value Alliance to realise the gains
of multilateral interline connectivity whilst avoiding most of its complexity and cost."
Jazeera moves airport check-in to a valet parking lot
Jazeera is a successful low fare airline based in Kuwait operating flights throughout the Gulf
region. The airline noticed its passengers and operations were affected by congestion and
delays at Kuwait’s airport. So Jazeera took the novel approach of providing an alternative
focused on efficiency, convenience, and revenue generation. Construction of Jazeera’s
remote check-in and parking facility called Park & Fly was completed on 08 September 2016.
From drive-up through drop-off,
this facility is truly designed to
meet the needs of Gulf
passengers. The facility offers
more than 500 covered parking
spaces which protect customer
vehicles from scorching sun
while they are away. The
uncluttered check-in process
occurs in an air conditioned
private building packed with
amenities such as a Starbucks,
It's all here: A shaded car space, morning coffee and a newspaper.
cash machine, news agent, and
money exchange. Cars may be
self-parked and valet service is also available. Shuttles will operate to the passenger terminal
and passengers can proceed directly to the departure concourse.
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This is one of Jazeera’s “game changing” initiatives designed to attract and retain more
customers. Undoubtedly, the remote check-in and parking facility will attract a good share
of business travelers who wish to completely bypass the congestion of the airport’s
departure hall. The daily rate is set at KWD 2.50 (approximately $8) per day, which is
comparable to the airport’s public parking rates. But for Jazeera, this revenue is kept by the
airline along with the ancillary revenue produced from the retail services offered at the
facility. It’s one more example of an airline building ancillary revenue while gaining much
more by attracting higher yield business travelers.
AnadoluJet’s transfer service starts the journey at your home
Airlines are vitally interested in reducing the friction customers
experience at the beginning and end of the journey. And if an
airline can generate ancillary revenue in the process, who can
argue with that? AnadoluJet is the Ankara-based low fare brand
of Turkish Airlines. Surveys conducted by the carrier disclosed
airport transfers represent a significant barrier for customers in
Turkey. The “Airport Transfer Campaign” was created to fill
the service gap with services to and from the carrier’s primary
hubs: Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen and Ankara Esenboga airports.
These airports lack rail transit access and are perfect candidates AnadoluJet offers airport
transfers, airport parking, and
for pre-arranged transfers.
lounge access at its website.

AnadoluJet established a relationship with Turkey-based Secure Drive to provide transfer
services. The key strategy for the airline was to develop an “accessible price” consistent
with the carrier’s low fare brand. The carrier developed a media campaign called “No Way!
Airport Transfer for 14.90TL,” which equals $5.
Secure Drive cooperated with the airline in the hope it
would enjoy ongoing market share benefits. The
media campaign funded by the airline was a major
success and attracted 531,000 passengers from 14
October 2015 through 31 May 2016.3 The prior
alternatives available to consumers were a TRL 120
($40) taxi ride or spending TRL 30-50 ($10-16) for
public bus transport.

AnadoluJet proves you need not slash air
fares to generate big traffic gains.

3

During the campaign, an average 5.3 percent of the
carrier’s Istanbul passengers booked a transfer, with
higher participation at Ankara at 9.3 percent. More
than 530,000 passengers purchased transfers; that’s an
average of 2,300 passengers per day. Home was the
most popular destination with 55 percent choosing
transfers from the airport, while 45 percent used the
service for departures. Satisfaction was very high with
94 percent of passengers wishing to book a transfer for
their next AnadoluJet flight.

Anadolujet results disclosed to IdeaWorksCompany by airline management June 2016.
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The campaign effectively captured new passengers, with 20 percent indicating they flew
AnadoluJet because of the transfer deal. That’s 100,000 new passenger trips generated from
this promotion. With an average fare of $30 per passenger, this promotion created a
revenue boost of $3 million. The campaign will continue with a slightly higher price which
will provide ancillary revenue in addition to passenger revenue.
Emails reveal consumer interests and behavior
We’ve all experienced ads that pop up after an online search is conducted for a retail item.
The results of a search seem to follow you everywhere as you browse the internet. That
innocent search for “Eiffel Tower” spawns seemingly endless ads by airlines, car hire
companies, hotels, and online travel agents as you shop for other things. Consumers now
realize their searches attract advertisers, but fewer know the content of emails also
discloses information about our interests, demographics, and purchases. When properly
and ethically accessed, this data can provide otherwise unavailable information about
competitors and their online retail successes and failures.
Return Path calls itself an “email data solutions provider.” The company operates a
consumer panel consisting of 1.3 million users who have agreed to allow the content of
their emails to be anonymously mined for behavioral and online purchase data. In exchange
for this privileged access, these consumers enjoy the use of personal productivity
applications, such as those that block spam and stop unwanted emails. Return Path does
not market products to these users, but rather collects data on the things these consumers
buy. The panel can be assumed to represent US-based consumers.
Perhaps you are beginning to grasp the potential of this 1.3 million (and growing) consumer
panel of email users. Return Path has actively been assessing this data for a number of
industries and is now turning its attention to the travel sector. It’s a natural choice because
airline bookings, hotel confirmations, and a la carte purchases are transmitted via email.
Return Path fine tunes this mass transit of digits into something useable for marketers. The
company volunteered to search the activity of its panel for the benefit of this report.
Premium seat upgrades and inflight wifi are popular a la carte purchases. This includes
United’s Economy Plus and Delta’s Comfort+ which when booked generate an email
confirmation that can be read by the Return Path system. Likewise, when wifi access is
purchased from Southwest and United, an email receipt is also generated. These purchases
were compared to the portion of the consumer panel which also booked travel on the
airline. This too can be tracked when the airline sends an email to confirm a flight booking.
Return Path determined 236,000 of its panel members made airline purchases of nearly
$200 million during the period of 01 January through 30 June 2016. The purchase activity
listed on the graphs (see next page) represent the percentage of the 236,000 airline
consumers who received confirmation of a premium seat upgrade or wifi purchase in an
email. The data don’t describe a “take rate” but rather provides information for a carrier’s
sales penetration of its customers in the panel population.
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Data presented by Return Path demonstrate approximately 3 to 5 percent of panel
members purchased premium seats one or more times during the period. When compared
with the purchaser’s age, the feature is generally more popular among older passengers.

6%

Premium Seats Booked by Panel Members
Percent of panel members buying at least once from an airline

5%
4%
3%
2%
1%

Delta

United

0%
18-35

36-45
46-59
60-75
Age Range Disclosed by Return Path Panel Members
Purchase Period of 01 Jan. - 30 June 2016

Wifi access is more popular with penetration rates approaching 25% for United. Not
surprisingly, usage is highest among the “always connected” generation of younger
passengers.

Inflight Wifi Purchased by Panel Members
Percent of panel members buying at least once from an airline
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%

Southwest

United

0%

18-35
36-45
46-59
Age Range Disclosed by Return Path Panel Members
Purchase Period of 01 Jan. - 30 June 2016

60-75

Combining the results of email traffic with more demographic data will undoubtedly help
airlines learn which strategies are the most effective to boost the sales of a la carte items.
While this data is accessible by vendors, such as Return Path, the travel industry should be
very concerned it’s already available to Google.
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Big brother is watching. Gmail already picks up your hotel confirmation and transmits the
information to Google Maps to helpfully highlight your lodging when you open a map at
your destination. Some consumers might be alarmed by this, while others are delighted by
the convenience. A review of Google’s terms and conditions reveals the company may
collect information which “may include any content as it flows through our systems. For example,
we may use information in your Gmail inbox to provide you with flight notifications and check-in
options . . .”4 Gmail can scan emails for commercially worthwhile content, and someday this
may place Google at a significant advantage for selling travel.
One can readily imagine a booking confirmation email from Lufthansa.com for a trip to New
York City triggering a string of communications coordinated to sell travel in the usual
sequence from hotel stays, car hire, and attraction tickets. The potential for ancillary
revenue is immense because airline confirmation emails are the surest predictor for
subsequent travel-related bookings. Google is certainly aware of this and is probably
treading carefully due to a jungle of privacy and anti-trust issues. The same applies to any
company wading into the intimacy of email communications. The secret to unlocking this
treasure is providing a solution that respects the consumer while delivering offers tailored
to the consumer’s travel profile.
Remarketing brings customers back to the store
The online world of retail is typically compared to its bricks and mortar cousin. However,
empty shopping carts seem far more prevalent online than they do in a grocery store.
Those entering a Safeway in Seattle, a Sainsbury’s in London, or a Woolworths in Sydney
almost always seem to end the journey with something in their cart. But the online world is
different. One vendor disclosed an abandonment rate of 81 percent across its client base,
which includes big brands like Hertz, Iberia, IKEA, and Radisson.5
SaleCycle specializes in the area of “remarketing” which allows companies to reengage with
consumers after they left the website. The company queried 1,000 travel consumers to
learn why they left a website before completing a purchase; here is what they found (more
than one response was allowed):







39% - Just looking / Want to do more research.
37% - Price too high / Want to compare.
21% - Need to check with other travelers.
13% - Booking process too long / Complicated check-out.
9% - Technical issues / Lost connection.
7% - Payment issue / Lack of options.

Of those who abandon the booking path, 87 percent indicated they would consider
returning to the booking at a later date. Nearly half said they’d be back in a day or two,
with a cumulative 89 percent wanting to return within a week.

4
5

Google Privacy and Terms at Google.com reviewed October 2016.
“Why People Abandon Their Booking” posting dated 16 June 2016 at SaleCycle.com.
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The results of the survey indicate the sale need not be lost when a consumer leaves the
booking process. The top three reasons clearly indicate the consumer is simply browsing
before committing to an itinerary. That’s why airlines such as Air France, Air New Zealand,
and United now offer to hold un-ticketed bookings for a small fee. “Remarketing” is
another method to hold the consumer’s attention and remind them to make another visit to
complete their shopping.
Virgin Atlantic disclosed the
results of its relationship with
SaleCycle. The solution is
embedded into Virgin
Atlantic’s online booking
process. When the system
detects a consumer might be
leaving the page, it displays a
remarketing message. Virgin
Atlantic can follow up with a
customized email which
allows the consumer to
continue their booking query
using the same cities and
dates, and even include an
upsell message for a cabin
This overlay is displayed when the user is idle or inactive on the page, or when
they move the cursor away from the web page or browser window.
upgrade.
The remarketing emails have an open rate of 59 percent, which is an amazing statistic.6
Overall, the remarketing effort has lifted Virgin Atlantic’s online revenue by 5 percent. It’s a
good example of the retail benefit delivered when consumers are encouraged to make a
return visit to your online store.
Vueling’s Pending Passenger holds a companion seat without a passenger name
Savvy airlines use a la carte methods to meet customer service needs with new products.
But Vueling’s new Pending Passenger feature is beyond savvy, because it fills a need that’s
not yet anticipated by
consumers. Imagine you
are looking to book a
flight for a trip with a
good friend . . . but you
don’t know which pal is
going to say yes to the
invitation. Pending
Passenger allows
consumers to book seats
– and lock in a fare – even Just one click and the name field disappears for 72 hours.
when you haven’t yet confirmed your travel companion’s name.

6

Virgin Atlantic Case Study reviewed October 2016 at SaleCycle.com.
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For the easy-to-digest price of €2, Vueling allows you to book and confirm the seat and
return within 72 hours to provide the travel companion’s name. The service is available for
bookings of less than 10 passengers, so the group of unknown travelers could be eight plus
the primary customer. Caution is advised, because once the 72 hours passes, the bookings
associated with un-named travelers will be cancelled without a refund. Management has
already marked this innovation as a success. Pending Passenger enjoys the highest level of
support among UK and Netherlands consumers and overall results have been well above
management’s expectations.7
Vueling offers a graphic to promote the
service. It describes a man contemplating a
quick trip with someone . . . perhaps his
girlfriend, or his lifelong buddy. He books
two seats and uses Pending Passenger for
the second seat to meet options A and B.
It’s not a problem when his girlfriend wants
to spend the weekend with her friends.
Instead, he takes the trip with his amigo
being certain to enter his name within the
72-hour window.
The airline realizes multiple benefits from
An excerpt from Vueling’s graphic displays how “Pending
the service. Revenue is generated by the
Passenger” can help consumers repair a broken heart.
service fee and when space is cancelled
because names are not entered. Pending Passenger entices consumers to book . . . even
when all the details of a trip are not yet confirmed. It’s an attractive benefit, especially when
Vueling is the only airline offering this feature. Perhaps most importantly, it’s yet another
feature that reinforces Vueling’s innovation-focused brand position among its customers.
American follows Qantas with more credit card choices
For many years the financial performance of the Qantas Frequent Flyer Program has been
the envy of airline executives all over the world. As shown in the table below, no other
program comes close to producing equal revenue when measured on a per passenger basis.
Ancillary Revenue Attributed to Frequent Flyer Programs
Program Name

Per Passenger

Total FFP Revenue

Qantas Frequent Flyer

$38.38

$1,049,148,748

United MileagePlus

$21.37

$2,999,000,000

Delta SkyMiles

$13.38

$2,400,000,000

Aeromexico Club Premier

$9.30

$174,536,949

Virgin Australia Velocity

$8.19

$182,700,556

Norwegian Rewards

$0.58

$15,003,042

2015 results based upon recent 12-month financial period disclosures and IdeaWorksCompany calculations.
American Airlines did not disclose frequent flyer revenue, but results are likely similar to Delta.

7

Pending Passenger information disclosed to IdeaWorksCompany by Vueling executive June 2016.
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Industry benchmarks for major co-branded credit card programs suggest 90 percent of
frequent flyer program revenue is generated by the purchase of miles (or points) by bank
partners. The Qantas Frequent Flyer Program has more banks buying miles in a home
market than any other airline on the planet. A review of the Qantas website lists a stunning
array of 21 banks and partners offering cards in Australia that buy miles from the airline.
Clicking every issuer box at its handy online Card Selector tool reveals more 50 individual
card choices. All of these banks compete for cardholders using an almost overwhelming
selection of annual fees, accrual rates, sign-up bonuses, and other features to tempt Qantas
members.
The success of the program is built upon a membership base of 10.8 million members
(2015) which represents approximately 50 percent of Australian households.8 Credit card
use ensures active membership with 52 percent of program members interacting with
Qantas Frequent Flyer on a monthly basis. Obviously these statistics indicate a healthy and
productive program. Recently released 2016 fiscal year results provide further evidence by
disclosing a 6.7 percent year-over-year jump in overall program revenue. Most other
frequent flyer programs in the world only negotiate exclusive deals with co-branded bank
partners. The flurry of positive results at Qantas suggests exclusivity might be a less than
optimum strategy.
Apparently the folks at American AAdvantage noticed this as they renegotiated their bank
relationships after the carrier’s merger with US Airways. Citi was American’s rock solid
issuing bank in the United States, while Barclaycard US was the incumbent issuer for US
Airways. Rather than discontinue one of the relationships, American opted to keep them
both by defining distinct areas of communication and marketing access. On 12 July 2016,
American announced Citi would solicit cardholders through aa.com, mobile, direct mail, and
Admirals Club lounges. Concurrently,
Barclaycard could reach travelers directly
through at-airport activities and onboard
American’s flights.
While it’s not an expansion nearly as huge as
the 20+ banks associated with Qantas . . . it’s a
very significant departure from decades of
tradition. American’s move represents an
innovation in the US market. But make no
mistake, the giant presence of AAdvantage with
There's a new card in the Americas for American
100 million members9 creates a major
Advantage members, the Aviator from Barclaycard
precedent for other airlines to consider
. . . but you will have trouble finding it online.
multiple co-branded bank relationships when
contracts are up for renewal. The estimated pre-tax income boost from American’s
renegotiated Citi and Barclaycard is staggeringly large at $1.6 billion over three years.10

8

2016 CarTrawler Yearbook of Ancillary Revenue by IdeaWorksCompany.
Oneworld at a glance fact sheet reviewed October 2016 at oneworld.com.
10
“American Airlines Announces New Credit Card Agreements” document reviewed September 2016 at
FirstAnapolis.com (Consulting and M&A Advisory Services).
9
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Barclaycard plans to solicit cardholders starting in early 2017. The bank faces a challenge
because it can’t rely on sending offers to AAdvantage members by email or post. Soliciting
cardholders using staffed tables on airport concourses is difficult and expensive work.
While this is not new territory, there will likely be unanticipated problems. For example,
Barclaycard can’t immediately rely on building exposure for co-branded cards through the
web’s network of card related blog sites. Many of these bloggers rely upon bounties paid by
issuing banks for card sign-ups linked to their blog site. Applications for the Aviator card
can’t be offered online . . . and if the bank can’t pay, the bloggers are not financially
motivated to promote.
These are initial obstacles that will be overcome – or worked around – because Barclaycard
has big incentive to build its portfolio. Competition is good and always stimulates the
market. The outcome of American’s dual-issuer arrangement will certainly add more
revenue to its bottom line and create more choice for AAdvantage members – that’s the
definition of ancillary revenue perfection.
Branded fares encourage consumers to upgrade their experience
IdeaWorksCompany is an eager proponent of the branded fares method used by carriers
such as Austrian, JetBlue, and SWISS. Eurowings, the self-described “modern low cost”
carrier owned by Lufthansa, also uses this method. Earlier this year the airline disclosed the
merchandising results achieved from its troika of fares called Basic, Smart, and Best.
Online consumers are
greeted with a selection of
three branded fares after
they’ve entered their city
pair and date parameters.
Eurowings selectively offers
the third option Best fare in
markets it deems to offer
good premium product
potential. As with all
branded fares, the fares don’t
disappear and reappear at
the whim of revenue
management. But rather, the
shelf is kept stocked with
product. Even if few seats
remain on a flight, a
consumer can choose the
Basic fare product.
The Eurowings website responds to booking queries by pre-selecting the middle product.
Consumers can easily toggle to the left to save money, or toggle to the right for more
comfort and convenience. Basic is a seat-only fare with the option to add all the usual a la
carte elements such as a checked bag and assigned seating. The Best fare adds much, much
more including premium seats on long-haul routes and an empty middle seat on shorter
routes.
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There’s nothing out of the ordinary about Eurowing’s product design . . . but the revenue
results are extraordinary. During the first quarter of 2016, among all customers (including
those booked through travel agencies) the overall take rate for the Smart fare was 40
percent with an additional 5 percent splurging for the Best product. This leaves 55 percent
of passengers opting for the lowest fare. That’s a stunning accomplishment that refutes the
naysayers who say consumers only want the cheapest price.
For the Cologne/Bonn – London example shown above, the Smart fare is priced €24 euros
above Basic, with an additional €46 charged for the comfort of the Best fare product.
Reviewing the pricing for a December 2016 flight from Cologne/Bonn to Miami reveals a
€50 Smart fare premium above Basic, and €402 more for the Best fare product. When
multiplied by the millions of passengers Eurowings will carry this year, the incremental
revenue their branded fares bring is substantial.
“Without promotion, something terrible happens . . . Nothing!”
Those words are attributed to Phineas Taylor Barnum, better known to the world as P.T.
Barnum, the American circus showman. This report began with a quote that admonishes us
that movement can lead to greatness, while “dropping anchor” gets us nowhere. Innovation
and creating new products can be viewed as the earliest stage of merchandising. But it can’t
stop there. Barnum reminds us the complete arc of retail perfection requires the art of
promotion.
One would never accuse Barnum of modesty; he did after all call his business “P.T. Barnum's
Travelling World's Fair, Great Roman Hippodrome and Greatest Show on Earth.” The
name was a mouthful and many simply called it the “Greatest Show on Earth.” He was
certainly guilty of using hype to promote himself but had contempt for those who promoted
themselves through outright fraud. Barnum’s guiding principle was to give the public value
for their money: “Those who deal with the public must be careful that their goods are valuable;
that they are genuine, and will give satisfaction.”11 So this report closes with three bits of
advice from those born two centuries ago. Moving forward supports progress. Promotion
is a necessity. And genuine value keeps customers coming back.

11

“The Art of Money Getting” by P. T. Barnum
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